
Did you know that Accurex is a Greenheck Group company?  

Behind every product manufactured and every service offered by a Greenheck Group company 
to the marketplace, there is a focus on delivering value — in terms of product reliability and 
ease of maintenance, energy efficiency, solution-based innovations, responsive and 
collaborative service, and a commitment to quality of life.

Accurex specializes in energy-efficient kitchen ventilation systems. They drive innovation 
throughout the industry and provide the best value through superior product quality and 
customer service. Accurex products range from kitchen hoods, exhaust fans, dedicated make-up 
air, packaged rooftop units, controls, variable volume systems, fire suppression, utility 
distribution and more. Below are just a few of the technology leading products that you can get 
from Accurex. Contact your Stan Weaver Engineering Team to learn more.

Auto Scrubber™ Self-Cleaning Hood System
The Auto Scrubber Hood has a set of nozzles on both sides of the 
filters to clean the filter in place, eliminating the need for daily 
removal and manual cleaning. The self-cleaning system results in a 
drastic reduction of grease build-up on the filters, ductwork and fan. 

Grease Trapper ESP™ Pollution Control Unit 
Launching this month, the new Grease Trapper ESP uses electrostatic 
precipitator cells and carbon filters to remove grease, smoke and 
odors from the exhaust airstream. It is UL 1978 Listed to Grease Duct 
Standards and meets UL 867 Standard for Electrostatic Air Cleaners 
making it among the safest on the market. An automated wash down 
cleans the entire cell eliminating the need for manual cleaning. 

Fire Ready Residential Range Hood
By monitoring the hood temperature, in the event of a cooking fire 
the Fire Ready Hood will cut off the energy supply to the appliance, 
signal an audible alarm, engage with auxiliary building alarm systems 
and once the temperature reaches a high enough level a wet 
chemical suppression agent will be released.
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